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Here are the top 3 mistakes most retires make while investing.  

1- Under source of Income.  

The dictionary states the meaning of source as - a place, person, or thing from which something comes or can be 

obtained. Then by such understanding, those looking to retire comfortable lack reliable sources to invest to grow 

their income. 

Plan of action steps: 

Build or have multiple streams of income. 

 

2- Irregular and untraceable investments.  

The dictionary also states the meaning of irregular is of not even or balanced in shape or arrangement along with 

the meaning of untraceable as not able to be traced.  

Plan of action steps: 

Search for and create regular and scalable 

types of investing income through asset lending. 

 

3- No reliable passive income platform. 

The average retirement income is just under $183,000. By which it is said that in order to live comfortably off of 

your retirement nest egg then you would about 7-10 times the amount of your current living expenses to live off of 

during normal retirement years. 

Plan of action steps: 

Start investing in real estate models that you can 

scale and trace your investment income growth. Did you 

know real estate is a hard asset that no matter how you 

is structure in such investment, it builds value? Meaning 

you can always build manufactured products like pens, paper, computers, you name it. But you can never build 

more land! 

There's example of wars about control of land in the great 

test booklet - the bible. 

 

Thanks for reading, 

If you're interest in learning more ways on how to grow your retirement then grab a copy of online guide book by 

author –  
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